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Highlights of the Paper

• N-body simulation to study DM halos in CDM 

cosmology.

• A universal profile fits halos ranging from 

those of dwarf galaxies to rich galaxy clusters.those of dwarf galaxies to rich galaxy clusters.

• Possible shortcomings:

– Cusp in the center

– Prediction of more halos than observed galaxies
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DM Halos: Virialization of DM Particles  

• Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are the believed 
candidates for DM particles.

• WIMPs interact with baryons only through gravitational force.

• The gravitational interactions between WIMPs result in collapsing, 
mixing, relaxation, and settling into an equilibrium configuration.
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NFW Numerical Simulation

• Simulation of 19 systems ranging from dwarf 

galaxies to rich clusters.

• Standard CDM, Ωm = 1.

• P3M code (Particle-particle-particle-mesh)• P3M code (Particle-particle-particle-mesh)

• 262,144 particles in periodic boxes of 360 and 

30 Mpc

• Virial radius = r200

• Gravitational softening 1% of r200



Simulation Result : NFW Profile
• A universal profile (NFW)

ρ (r) µ 1 / (r/rs) [1 + (r/rs)]
2

ρ (r)  ∂ r -1  for r << rs

ρ (r)  ∂ r -3  for r >> rs

• In Comparison with other profiles

– Isothermal

ρ (r)  ∂ 1 /r2   , constant circular velocity

– Core-Isothermal

ρ (r)   ∂ 1 /[1 + (r/rs)
2]



Density Profile and Circular Velocity

Similar halo profiles for dwarf galaxies (10 11 M Θ) and clusters (10 15 MΘ).

The profiles are insensitive to initial simulation redshifts, 1+zi = 5.5 or 11. 



Scaled Density Profile

Small halo

Large halos are less concentrated than the smaller halos.



Halo Contribution Is Less Important in Bright Galaxies



Rotation Curves of Dwarf Galaxies

Rotation curves of dwarf galaxies do not match circular velocities of CDM halos 

at the center (core instead of cusp at the center).



�FW Profile

Galaxy Cluster DM Halo Profile
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Ideal gas law

Hydrostatic equilibrium

Total mass  

DM halo profile can be 

obtained from the X-ray 

data of the gas 

NFW provides good fits to galaxy cluster DM halos
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Recent Data confirm Cluster NFW Profile

S. Allen, SSI 2007 



Possible  Shortcoming 
Prediction of more DM halos than observed galaxies

Klypin et al. 1999, ApJ,522,82 Simon & Geha, 2007, ApJ, 670, 313

Recent discoveries of ultra-faint MW satellite galaxies 

suggest this might not be a problem.



Possible  Shortcoming 
Prediction of cusp in the center of DM halos

• Recent observations of nearby galaxies indicate a 

core dominated profile is clearly preferred over a 

NFW cusp type halo for many low-mass disk galaxies. 

• The observations favor a Kpc-size core of roughly 

constant density DM at the center of low-mass disk 

galaxies

Primack 2009

Recent observations confirm that a cusp type halo

is inconsistent with the core of low-mass galaxies.



Summary

• N-body simulation to study DM halos in CDM cosmology.

• A universal profile fits halos ranging from those of dwarf 
galaxies to rich galaxy clusters.

ρ (r)  µ 1 /(r/rs) [1 + (r/rs)]
2

• Possible shortcomings:

– Cusp in the center

– Prediction of more halos than observed galaxies 

(might not be a problem now)

WIMP assumption provides a good match to observed DM halo 

profiles.   Strong evidence for DM instead of other alternatives.
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Evolution of the Halo :  Effect of Shell-Crossing

r / rmax

Sanchez-Conde et al. 2007, MNRAS, 378,339
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